DATE: August 14, 2020

RE: BID NO. ENG 2020-5
 Dam Clearing
 Orkil Farms Dam, Lake Basile Dam, and Stoddard Reservoir Dam
 Simsbury, Connecticut

This Addendum No. 1 includes clarifications, revisions, and additions to the Invitation For Bid. Modifications are hereby made to the Invitation For Bid issued July 29, 2020, for the above-referenced project.

Section 3.03 – Maintenance and Protection of Traffic

A. The contractor should include the appropriate bid items provisions for flagmen for traffic control along West Mountain Road for the Stoddard Reservoir Dam clearing and for the Farmington River Canal Heritage Trail for the Lake Basile dam clearing. Alternating one-way traffic shall be maintained at all times on West Mountain Road during operations at Stoddard Reservoir Dam. Appropriate flagmen should be provided for entering and egress via the trail during construction activities at Lake Basile.

B. If private duty police officers are required by the Chief of Police on public roadways, the contractor will be reimbursed for costs associated with the private duty officers.

C. The existing footbridge across the Lake Basile Dam spillway should only be used for pedestrian traffic and not used for machinery or removal of trees or other material to be removed from the site.

General Conditions

A. No site work shall be performed at Orkil Farms Pond Dam prior to October 11, 2020.

THIS ENDS ADDENDUM NO. 1.